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As part of Edinburgh International Science Festival (EISF), over 18,000 

visitors of all ages attended an impressive range of hands-on activities, 

workshops and shows at the University’s annual family programme at the 

National Museum of Scotland. Staff and students from all three Colleges 

created and facilitated 15 days of activities from 26th March to 9th April 2016. 

The programme, comprising 25 different events, was free of charge to the 

public except one externally-booked show. In addition to University events, 

other Science Festival activities took place in the Museum, run directly by 

EISF or the Museum.  

 

The event was delivered on behalf of the University by the Scottish Initiative 

for Biotechnology Education (SIBE), based in School of Biological Sciences, 

in partnership with the University Festivals Office, National Museum of 

Scotland and Edinburgh International Science Festival. The three partners 

organised the event together, in line with a long-standing partnership 

agreement. In addition, the University and National Museum have a 

‘Memorandum of Understanding’ in relation to such collaborative activities. 
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Participating Staff and Students 

Around 200 staff and students from all three Colleges created and facilitated 

the events, most as volunteers. The nature of individual event co-ordination 

varies between the Schools, Institutes and Centres who participate. Some 

departments have a co-ordinator with some kind of official public engagement 

role (this is especially the case in College of Science and Engineering). Other 

events are organised by research staff and students who fit involvement 

around their research, e.g. those who have a public engagement remit in 

relation to their research grant. 

 

Either way, many groups who participate, do 

so every year. This creates a bank of 

experience, an assurance of quality and the 

opportunity for meaningful development of 

activities year to year. Returning organisers 

change topics and staff/ student facilitators 

annually, and this together with the addition 

of some new organisers each time, aims to 

keep the event fresh year to year. 

 

 

College of Science and Engineering (CSE)  

CSE presented ten days of all-day drop-in activities from 26th March to 4th 

April. To accommodate the various CSE Schools who wished to take part in 

the available space, activities ran in two consecutive 5-day slots. Workshops 

and shows also took place. Some new workshops were delivered by event 

organisers who had run drop-in activities in previous years. A new show which 

ran as a workshop last year, evolved into an auditorium show for 2016. These 

are typical examples of new events coming about via previous experience at 

the event. See Table 1 for details of CSE events. 

 

Most CSE groups who took part had at least one staff member with an official 

public engagement role in the College. In some Schools, the public 

engagement responsibility may be largely carried by one person. In turn, 

some organisers did not have an official public engagement role, and fitted 

these activities around their official roles.  
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Date 
College of Science and 

Engineering School/Group 
Activity 

Target 
Age 

All day drop-in activities  

26 - 30  
Mar 

School of Chemistry Green Chemistry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All ages 

School of Geosciences Exploring the Rainforest 

School of Mathematics 
Finding the Arc in 

Architecture 

School of Informatics Robot Lab 

31 Mar 
– 4 Apr 

School of Biological Sciences Bio-Discoveries 

School of Physics & Astronomy 
After the Higgs Boson – 

What’s Next? 

School of Engineering Seeing Inside 

School of Engineering Pop-up Engineering 

5 - 6 
Apr 

SCI-FUN: The Scottish Science  
and Technology Roadshow 

The SCI-FUN Roadshow 

Workshops (1 hour) 

26 - 30  
Mar 

School of Chemistry Fantastic Plastic! 7-10 

School of Physics & Astronomy 
Junkyard Clusters 

(twice per day) 
8+ (family 
groups) 

27 - 30  
Mar 

School of Physics & Astronomy The Bacterial Circus 7-11 

31 Mar 
– 4 Apr 

School of Informatics 
Game On!  

(twice per day) 
8-14 

Shows (1 hour) 

30 Mar 
– 1 Apr 

School of Physics & Astronomy  
and Reid School of Music  

Lost in Space 
7+ (family 
groups) 

4 - 5 
Apr 

Paul Murray & Robin Andrews  
(former UoE staff) 

The Chemistry Show All ages 

6 - 8 
Apr 

Tom Pringle  
(UoE alumni, externally booked) 

Dr Bunhead Show 7+ 

Pop-up Science Busking (various times during day) 

4 - 5 
Apr 

Tom Pringle  
(UoE alumni, externally booked) 

Pop-up science puppet show  All ages 

 
Table 1: Activities from College of Science and Engineering, part of the 

University of Edinburgh family programme at Edinburgh International Science 

Festival 2016. Activities took place in the National Museum of Scotland Learning 

Centre, Hawthornden Court and Grand Gallery; and were free to the public except 

the Dr Bunhead Show.  
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College of Humanities and Social Science (CHSS) 

For the second year running, staff from College of Humanities and Social 

Science delivered events. These comprised a new drop-in activity, and a 

show in collaboration with CSE staff (see Table 2). No participating CHSS 

staff had any official public engagement role in their departments, and fitted 

their involvement in the event around their own research. 

 

 

Date 
College of Humanities and 

Social science School/Group 
Activity 

 Target 
Age 

All day drop-in activities 

31 Mar 
– 4 Apr 

School of Education 
Children and 
Technology 

All ages 

Show (1 hour) 

30 Mar 
– 1 Apr 

School of Physics & Astronomy  
and Reid School of Music  

Lost in Space 
7+ (family 
groups) 

 

Table 2: Activities from College of Humanities and Social Science, part of the 

University of Edinburgh family programme at Edinburgh International Science 

Festival 2016. Activities took place in the National Museum of Scotland Learning 

Centre, and were free to the public. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activities from College of Humanities and Social Science 
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College of Medicine and Veterinary Medicine (CMVM)  

CMVM presented a variety of drop-in activities, ‘Discover Medical Science’, 

from 5th to 9th April, including one new drop-in contributor and one new 

workshop for 2016 (see Table 3). Some CMVM activity organisers had an 

official role in public engagement in the University, whereas some did not, and 

fitted these activities around their research. In past years, a member of CMVM 

staff has co-ordinated activities across the different centres and institutes 

involved, in partnership with the main event manager. There was no-one in 

post to do this in the lead-up to the 2016 event; however, CMVM are currently 

in the process of seeking a co-ordinator for the 2017 event and beyond.  

 

 

Date 
College of Medicine and Veterinary 

Medicine Centre/Institute 
Activity 

All day drop-in activities 

5 - 9 
Apr 

 

IGMM/ Cancer Research UK  Cancer Research 

PROTEUS Interdisciplinary Research 
Collaboration & Department of Anaesthesia, Pain 

and Critical Care 
The Lungs 

Edinburgh Neuroscience Neuroscience 

BHF Centre for Cardiovascular Science Healthy Heart 

Workshops (1 hour) 

5 - 9 
Apr 

Centre for Cognitive Ageing &  
Cognitive Epidemiology 

Brain Box 

5 - 8 
Apr 

MRC Centre for Inflammation Research Amazing Immunology 

7 - 9 
Apr 

The Roslin Institute 
DNA, Dolly and You 

(thrice per day) 

 
Table 3: Activities from College of Medicine and Veterinary Medicine, part of 

the University of Edinburgh family programme at Edinburgh International 

Science Festival 2016. Activities took place in the National Museum of Scotland 

Learning Centre, were free to the public, and were targeted at family groups of all 

ages. 
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Activities from College of Medicine and Veterinary Medicine 
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Venue 

The National Museum is a wonderful venue to have access to, and equivalent 

events run in University buildings would not command anywhere near the 

audience figures achieved in the Museum. This is evidenced by previous 

years when the University delivered part of the programme in Adam House 

while parts of the Museum were undergoing refurbishment.  

 

University activities occupied the 

three floors of the Museum Learning 

Centre, as has been the case every 

year since 2012. Shows took place in 

the ground level auditorium, drop-in 

activities in the large event space on 

the floor above, and workshops and 

further drop-ins on a third level. On 

some days, other drop-in activities 

took place in Hawthornden Court in the ‘Museum of Scotland’ building, and 

pop-up science puppet shows were performed in the Grand Gallery. The EISF 

box office was located in the Grand Gallery.  

 

 

Audience 

Visitors to the Museum are typically family groups, and the University 

programme is therefore aimed at this audience. Some adults attend on their 

own, and teenagers are the rarest group to visit the Museum. Hence, our 

activities must aim to engage a wide age range. Visitor age was sampled on 

the Level 2 and Level 4 drop-in areas as follows:  

 

 

 

AGE Proportion (of 1257 visitors sampled) 

5 or less (infants) 14% 

6 - 12 (children) 45% 

13 - 17 (teenagers) 3% 

18+ (adults) 38% 
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This sample suggests that most 

visitors (45%) are aged 6 -12. 

Adults (38%) are the next most 

common age group. Although 

many adults may be primarily 

accompanying children, they are 

equal targets for engagement. 

When planning activities for 

particular ages, considerations 

include engagement time and level of impact. Older children and adults tend 

to spend more time engaging than young children.  

 

Generally, drop-in activities are aimed at visitors 

no younger than about 5 years old, and the 

University does not set out to engage individuals 

younger than this at this event. However, drop-in 

activities are advertised in the EISF programme as 

‘for all ages’ because visitors have told us that they 

find ‘age 5+’ in the programme unhelpful. Drop-in 

areas are dynamic and open for anyone to walk in 

and out, and having a stated age limit is largely 

pointless. In reality, there is always something that 

infants can look at with their parents; and families 

with older children may have younger children with them. On the other hand, 

entry to timed and ticketed workshops and shows can be controlled, and 

specific age ranges are useful in those cases. 

 

“Something for everyone” 

Visitor comment, 2016 

 

When visitors were asked how they found out about the University activities, 

28% said that they had been before or came especially. Of course, the event 

also benefits from being located in the Museum; 12% of those asked said they 

attended because they were in the Museum anyway. Of those asked, 10% 

heard about it via the internet, and a further 10% said that someone else had 

told them it was on (see Appendix 1). 
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Visitor Attendance 

Attendance was excellent and on most days, drop-in activity areas reached 

full capacity. Over 15 days, 18,001 visitors attended (see Table 4). This 

represents a 16% increase from 2015. As usual, the Museum experienced a 

notable increase in visitors over the Science Festival period compared to the 

rest of the year. A total of 121,248 people visited the Museum during the 15 

days, and 15% of these attended University activities. 

 

At times, the drop-in area was extremely busy, possibly to the detriment of 

both audience and facilitators. In order to provide staff and visitors with a good 

experience, to avoid high temperatures (as experienced in drop-in areas in 

the past few years), and for Health and Safety reasons, if visitor numbers 

continue to increase each year as they have been, from 2017 onwards, entry 

at the door of drop-in areas may need to be controlled at busy times.  

 

A quarter of tickets for all 

workshops, and half of 

tickets for all shows, were 

available for pre-booking on-

line following the EISF 

programme launch on 9th 

February. These were 

quickly booked prior to the 

event. Remaining tickets 

were available for booking on the day at the Museum. With few exceptions, 

‘on the day’ tickets were quickly booked. Holding back tickets for ‘on the day’ 

booking aimed to limit cases of people booking on-line in advance and then 

failing to attend on the day. This is always a risk with free events coupled with 

a long booking period, and in past years this has impacted negatively on our 

events, particularly on small capacity workshops. This year, some ‘no-shows’ 

still occurred, but the problem was much reduced from previous years where 

we had more pre-booked tickets. Even so, for 2017, we may consider making 

all tickets (for workshops at least) only available on the day. This has the 

disadvantage of discouraging visitors to travel from afar (which some do, e.g. 

visitors from Aberdeen and Newcastle have said that they travelled to 

specifically attend University workshops). 



Table 4: Recorded number of visitors to the University of Edinburgh family activities at National Museum of Scotland 
(NMS), at Edinburgh International Science Festival 2016. Figures mainly serve to provide information about visitor attendance at individual 

activities. Total visitors to UoE activities overall will be less than the final total below because some visitors will likely have attended more than one activity. 

 
 Drop-in Activities Workshops Learning Centre Level 4: Studio 1 and Seminar Room Shows Auditorium 

March 
& 

April                          
2016 

Learning Centre 

Hawthornden 
Court                     

Fantastic 

Plastic!    
Cap. 20    

 Junkyard 
Clusters    

Capacity 16   

The 
Bacterial 
Circus   
Cap. 24    

 Game On!   
Capacity 16                                

Brain 
Box 

Cap. 20 

 Amazing 
Immunology  
Cap. 20 

DNA, Dolly and You  
Capacity 20  

Lost in 
Space  

Cap. 140                                     

The 
Chemistry 
 Show   

Cap. 210                                  

Dr 
Bunhead 

Show  
Cap. 210                                       

Level 2                           
Event Space                                                                                                                                                                                             

Level 4                          
Seminar 
Room                    

10.00 - 16.30 10.00 – 17.00 11.00 12 .00 14.00 14.00 12.00 15.00 12.00 15.00 11.00 13.00 15.00 11.00 11.00 11.00 

 

26th  1000  
CSE 
Slot 1 
total 

4729 

- - 16 11 15 - - - - - - - - - - - 

27th  772 - - 15 16 16 20 - - - - - - - - - - 

28th  1065 - - 20 15 11 24 - - - - - - - - - - 

29th  872 - - 20 16 14 24 - - - - - - - - - - 

30th  1020 - - 20 14 13 24 - - - - - - - 109 - - 

31st  618  
CSE 
Slot 2 
total 

2902 

532 - - - - - 16 16 - - - - - 120 - - 

1st  450 393 - - - - - 13 19 - - - - - 107 - - 

2nd 563 481 - - - - - 13 20 - - - - - - - - 

3rd 566 492 - - - - - 16 28 - - - - - - - - 

4th 705 607 - - - - - 13 15 - - - - - - 210 - 

5th 601  
CMVM 

total 
2988 

- 1350 - - - - - - 19 18 - - - - 208 - 

6th 766 - 1450 - - - - - - 18 20 - - - - - 166 

7th 755 - - - - - - - - 20 20 18 18 20 - - 195 

8th 450 - - - - - - - - 17 15 19 15 16 - - 163 

9th 416 - - - - - - - - 13 - 0 20 20 - - - 
 

 10619 2505 2800 91 72 69 92 71 98 87 73 37 53 56 336 418 524 

  

   
CSE: College of Science and Engineering  
CMVM: College of Medicine and Veterinary Medicine 

 

Grand total:    18001 
 

16% increase from 2015 



Visitor Feedback 

Throughout the event, University Front of House staff conducted informal 

visitor interviews at the Level 2 and 4 drop-in areas, and at the exit from some 

workshops and shows, to gauge audience reaction and visitor experience. 

Collection of enough data for formal analysis of visitor experience was not 

attempted – the budget is not available for this and in any case, this would be 

too intrusive to visitors. The informal feedback gathered was extremely 

positive overall (see Appendix 1). 

 

Once again, very positive comments were received about University student 

and staff volunteer facilitators, who were praised for being friendly, 

enthusiastic, patient and knowledgeable. Visitors also highlighted the 

importance of interaction with real scientists who actually work in the different 

research areas in question. This particular impact on the public is extremely 

important. The event also benefits the facilitators themselves, providing a 

fantastic opportunity to engage with the public, improve their communication 

skills and meet funding body impact requirements. 

 

“It was great to interact with real scientists” 

 “The student facilitators were amazing” 

“I appreciated the excellent explanations on Geosciences” 

“It was great to be exposed to such knowledge about genetics” 

Visitor comments, 2016 

 

As with most years, some visitors said that our activities were difficult to find 

due to the location at the back of the Museum and lack of signage near the 

Museum doors and central 

areas. It remains the case 

that the Museum do not 

permit any extra way-

finding signage to direct 

visitors to the Learning 

Centre. Excessive heat in 

the drop-in areas at 

certain times of the day 

was also a concern. The 
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Museum are aware of this and are looking at possible solutions for 2017. 

Some visitors said that it was too busy at times. As stated, from 2017 

onwards, entry to drop-in areas may need to be controlled at busy times for 

crowd and temperature control. Other visitors said that some scientific 

concepts were too difficult to grasp, and that there was not enough for very 

young children. The latter is true; however the University does not aim to 

target infants. During the Science Festival, the Museum run events for infants 

in tandem with the University programme. The full visitor comments can be 

found in Appendix 1. Some further comments are as follows: 

 

 

“I learned how vaccines work” 

 “Brilliant!” 

“It made Maths interesting” 

 “Interesting to learn that this is all about research at UoE” 

“Brilliant variety of activities” 

 “I learned how the Large Hadron Collider works” 

“Inspiring” 

 “I've done computer coding at school but I learned it much better here” 

 “It was so cool!” 

 “I learned about blood circulation” 

Visitor comments, 2016 
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In conclusion 

Excellent visitor numbers, great feedback, smooth partnership with the 

Museum, and positive experiences for staff and students, made for an 

extremely successful event. Most of the University staff and students who 

took part did so as volunteers, and visitors appreciated their enthusiasm and 

knowledge. The event raises the profile of the University and is a significant 

annual contribution to the University strategy for public engagement. It 

provides staff and students with an important opportunity to engage large 

numbers of people with their research, to gain communication skills, and to 

meet research impact requirements.  

 

We will achieve our objectives by demonstrating our view that public engagement is 

a key element of our purpose, linked to research impact, by promoting, recognising 

and celebrating success in this area. 

University of Edinburgh Strategic Plan, 2012-2016 

 

The event exposes visitors to a very positive image of the University and 

allows them to engage directly with scientists and current research from a 

wide range of fields. The partnership with the National Museum of Scotland is 

long-standing and continues to benefit both institutions. These things form 

part of the event ‘vision’ (Appendix 2). The University will pursue a de-brief 

with EISF and the Museum to review our participation prior to the 2017 event. 

We look forward to delivering more events in partnership with the Museum, for 

the Science Festival and beyond. 

 
The event was supported by the College of Science and Engineering, College of Medicine and 

Veterinary Medicine, College of Humanities and Social Science and all the participating Schools, Centres 
and Institutes. It was organised on behalf of the University by the Scottish Initiative for Biotechnology 

Education (SIBE), based in School of Biological Sciences. SIBE is funded by the Darwin Trust of 
Edinburgh, and hence the Trust contributes significantly to the event. SIBE organises the event in 
partnership with the University Festivals Office, the National Museum of Scotland and Edinburgh 

International Science Festival. Image credits: Douglas Robertson Photography (except bottom image on 
page 7 supplied by Roslin Institute). The event manager and author of this report is Dr Janet Paterson 

(janet.paterson@ed.ac.uk). May 2016. 
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Appendix 1: Informal visitor feedback recorded at the University of 
Edinburgh Family Activities at National Museum of Scotland, at 
Edinburgh International Science Festival 2016. 

 

The event budget does not cover full-scale evaluation; however, in order to 

informally gauge audience reaction and highlight any particular issues, 

visitors were interviewed by University Front of House staff throughout the 15 

day event. Not all respondents answered all or the same questions.  

 

Abbreviations: 

College of Science & Engineering (CSE) 

College of Medicine & Veterinary Medicine (CMVM) 

College of Humanities and Social Science (CHSS) 
 

 
 
 
AGE SAMPLE: LEVEL 2 AND LEVEL 4 DROP-IN AREAS 
 
Over 15 days, the age of 1257 individuals was recorded on Level 2 (CSE and 
CMVM drop-in areas) or Level 4 (Seminar Room: CHSS drop-in area). 
 

Recorded age of visitors Responses % 

   
5 or less (infants) 179 14 
6 - 12 (children) 568 45 
13 - 17 (teenagers) 37 3 
18+ (adults) 473 38 
   
Total responses 1257  
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FEEDBACK: LEVEL 2 DROP-IN ACTIVITIES 
 
Over 10 days, 349 family groups were interviewed on exiting the Level 2 
drop-in area (CSE and CMVM drop-in activities).  
 

How did you find out about the UoE events? Responses % 

   
Been here before/ came especially/ come every year 
In Museum anyway 
Someone told me it was on 
Internet 
EISF flyers sent to schools 
EISF brochure 
EISF website 
UoE staff in Museum 
Advert outside Museum 
Museum publication 
Museum website 
Facebook 
Newspaper 
Email/ mailing list 
Radio 
Poster at train station 
Used to work at Museum 
Live locally 
Poster at City Arts Centre 
Daughter is at UoE 

94 
41 
34 
34 
32 
30 
27 
9 
7 
6 
6 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

28 
12 
10 
10 
9 
9 
8 
3 
2 
2 
2 

1.2 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.6 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 

   
Total responses 339  

 
 

What was your FAVOURITE thing? Responses 
  
College of Science & Engineering  
Making slime (Chemistry) 59 
Chemistry 4 
Building molecules (Chemistry) 2 
Recycling (Chemistry)  
Air Pollution (Chemistry)  
Robots (Informatics) 51 
3D printer (Informatics)  
Biology 21 
Microscopes (Biology) 30 
Killer cells/ infections/ immunisation (Biology) 17 
Smelling Jars (Biology) 6 
DNA (Biology)  
Fly glasses (Biology)  
Maths 4 
Building bridges (Maths) 11 
Building 3-D Objects (Maths) 7 
Making Shapes (Maths) 6 
Penrose tiles (Maths)  
Pop-up Engineering 30 
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Seeing Inside (Engineering) 4 
Particle Physics 3 
Higgs Boson/cosmic doorway (Particle Physics) 9 
Earthquakes (Geosciences) 2 
Fossils (Geosciences) 2 
I appreciated the excellent explanations on Geosciences  
Being able to speak to real scientists 6 
Everything 6 
  
College of Medicine & Veterinary Medicine  
Marble maze game (Cancer Research) 34 
Wind chamber game (Cancer Research) 22 
Hearts (Healthy Heart) 16 
Blood cells (Healthy Heart) 4 
Circulation floor game (Healthy Heart)  
Lungs (PROTEUS & DAPCC) 8 
Operations (PROTEUS & DAPCC) 4 
Lasers and intensive care (PROTEUS & DAPCC) 2 
Trust Game (Neuroscience) 12 
Emotion clock (Neuroscience) 8 
Brain anatomy hat (Neuroscience) 4 
Sweets (Neuroscience) 2 
  
Total responses 404 

 
 
 

Was there anything you DID NOT enjoy? Responses 
  
No 183 
Far too hot/ ridiculous temperature 27 
Too busy/ had to queue 10 
Particle Physics too hard/ not interesting 9 
Seeing Inside (Engineering) 4 
Trust game (Neuroscience) 4 
The hearts are creepy (Healthy Heart) 4 
Didn’t have enough time to see everything  
Robots weren't working very well (Informatics)  
Sewing was difficult (Maths)  
Bridges too difficult (Maths)  
Pollution info was frightening (Chemistry)  
Should be more info on robots  
Needs more group activities; 1:1 mean less attention  
Intensive care area (PROTEUS & DAPCC)  
Hard to catch things in wind chamber (Cancer Research)  
Butterflies (Biology)  
  
Total responses 251 
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What new things have you learned here today?  Responses 
  
College of Science & Engineering  
How robots work/ what they're for (Informatics) 25 
How to make slime (Chemistry) 25 
How to build bridges (Maths) 23 
How vaccines/ antibodies work (Biology) 13 
About green chemistry/ pollution (Chemistry) 11 
How particles/ cosmic rays travel through you (Particle Physics) 11 
About cells (Biology) 11 
How microscopes work (Biology) 10 
About sub-atomic particles (Particle Physics) 8 
You can make a curve with a straight line (Maths) 6 
How yeast is important in synthetic biology (Biology) 6 
About electricity (Particle Physics) 5 
About insect anatomy (Biology) 5 
How to build the structure of different molecules (Chemistry) 4 
How engineers can see inside pipes (Engineering - Seeing Inside) 4 
About parasites (Biology) 4 
About magnetism (Particle Physics) 3 
Nothing 3 
How the greenhouse effect works (Geosciences) 2 
About borax (Chemistry) 2 
What the Large Hadron Collider is/ how it works (Particle Physics) 2 
Atoms are not the smallest things (Particle Physics) 2 
How fossils are formed (Geosciences) 2 
Didn't know science could be this much fun 2 
About Pangea and earthquakes (Geosciences) 2 
How long things take to decompose (Geosciences)  
About symmetry (Maths)  
What a parabola is (Maths)  
3D printers are not just for paper (Informatics)  
It's hard for Robots to see colour (Informatics)  
How to mix colours (Chemistry)  
About pH balance (Chemistry)  
What DNA does (Biology)  
What flies see through their compound eyes (Biology)  
Fluid dynamics (Engineering - Seeing Inside)  
About gravity (Particle Physics)  
  
College of Medicine & Veterinary Medicine  
About the heart/ blood circulation (Healthy Heart) 24 
The different parts/ functions of the brain (Neuroscience) 12 
About lungs (PROTEUS & DAPCC) 12 
About cancer treatment/ diagnosis (Cancer Research) 11 
About emotions (Neuroscience) 4 
About Intensive Care (PROTEUS & DAPCC) 3 
Too much sleep/sedation is not good (PROTEUS/ DAPCC) 3 
How body heat can be retained (PROTEUS & DAPCC) 2 
How to perform a heart bypass (Healthy Heart)  
About NMR signals (PROTEUS & DAPCC)  
Nothing    
  
Total responses 276 
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Is there anything else you would like to tell us about the 
activities or the people you spoke to? 

Responses 

  
Everything was great/ amazing/ fantastic 34 
Enthusiastic/ helpful/ patient/ knowledgeable helpers 27 
Great level of interactivity 21 
The University drop-in area is great because no booking is required 9 
Very Busy 9 
Was great to speak to/ interact with/ question real scientists 8 
Great to see children interacting with science and technology 5 
Some activities not suitable for infants or younger kids 5 
Museum signage from main gallery to Learning Centre is not good 4 
These activities should be given a bigger space 4 
Higgs Boson - too difficult and loud 3 
Good that there were seats 3 
Seeing Inside was brilliant 2 
Seeing Inside is too difficult to understand 2 
Seeing Inside - this is great, I was in this field myself years ago  
Rainforest was really interesting (Geosciences)  
Even better than last year  
Something for everyone  
Would be nice to buy the molecule making kits! (Chemistry)  
Rainforest helpers were not as interactive  
Would like a cloakroom  
It made Maths interesting  
Some kids hogged the activities and there was no policing this  
Should offer this as an outreach programme  
Microscopes are really fun (Biology)  
Two things did not work in the Physics section  
I want to make medicine to keep people young!  
Nothing to do while waiting for the slime  
The jabs people are lovely! (Biology)  
Great to see Uni interacting with young people  
Learning Centre lifts too slow  
Great to see so many female scientists  
My child was a little too young to fully appreciate it  
Don't gear activities to just right handed children  
Didn’t understand the accents of the demonstrators  
  
Total responses 157 
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FEEDBACK: LEVEL 4 DROP-IN ACTIVITIES 
 
Over 5 days, 68 family groups were interviewed on exiting the Seminar Room 
on Level 4 (CHSS drop-in area).  
 

What was your FAVOURITE thing? Responses 
  
All of it 26 
Hands-on screen 8 
Moving things with gestures alone 8 
Connecting things with magnets 4 
Making music activity 3 
Touching the banana 2 
Frog game 2 
Sheep game 2 
Hands-on element  
ipad activity with shapes  
  
Total responses 57 

 

Was there anything you DID NOT enjoy? Responses 
  
No 19 
The moving animals  
Could have had more seats for adults  
Sometimes had to wait for a helper  
  
Total responses 22 

 

What new things have you learned here today?  Responses 
  
Scratch computer coding 3 
How to use an ipad 3 
Gestures can be used almost like a language  
About new technology that I didn't know existed  
That technology can be used almost from birth  
I learned a lot about magnets  
That people are doing research in this area  
  
Total responses 11 

 

Is there anything else you would like to tell us about the 
activities or the people you spoke to? 

Responses 

  
Brilliant/ fantastic/ great/ amazing/ wonderful 35 
Presenters were fantastic/ amazing/ brilliant/ approachable 18 
Interesting to learn that this is all about research at UoE 2 
Would have stayed longer, but it was too hot! 2 
It was good, nice atmosphere in here  
We spent an amazing 2 hours here  
Brilliant variety of activities  
  
Total responses 60 
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WORKSHOPS  
 
Throughout the workshop runs, participants and their families were 
interviewed on exiting workshop rooms. Some workshop leaders also 
gathered their own feedback (not shown here). 
 
 
 
Workshop: THE BACTERIAL CIRCUS 
 

What was your FAVOURITE thing? Responses 
  
Seeing the bacteria up close/ microscopes 7 
Lots of different things to do 3 
Computer simulations  
  
Total responses 11 

 
 

Was there anything you DID NOT enjoy? Responses 
  
No 5 
  
Total responses 5 

 
 

What new things have you learned here today?  Responses 
  
How bacteria move 6 
Why we need to know how bacteria move and live  
How bacteria divide  
What the scientists do  
About bacteria in different places around the home  
  
Total responses 10 

 
 

Is there anything else you would like to tell us about the 
activities or the people you spoke to? 

Responses 

Brilliant/ fantastic/ great/ amazing 10 
Presenters were enthusiastic/ engaging/ informative/ great 4 
Enjoyed it 2 
Thankyou!  
  
Total responses 17 
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Workshop: JUNKYARD CLUSTERS 
 

What was your FAVOURITE thing? Responses 
  
All of it 8 
Putting all the parts together to make something that works 3 
It was free - amazing  
We could touch and learn about all the different parts  
Hands-on element  
Switching it on after I built it  
  
Total responses 15 

 
 

Was there anything you DID NOT enjoy? Responses 
  
No 10 
  
Total responses 10 

 
 

What new things have you learned here today?  Responses 
  
What goes on inside a computer 9 
What the different parts of a computer do 5 
Sometimes things look simple, but inside, they're not  
That the bits inside a computer need to talk to each other  
  
Total responses 16 

 
 

Is there anything else you would like to tell us about the 
activities or the people you spoke to? 

Responses 

  
Brilliant/ fantastic/ great/ amazing 12 
Presenters were enthusiastic/ engaging/ informative/ great 7 
It was a bit tricky but it was good  
Well thought-out layout of room  
  
Total responses 21 
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Workshop: GAME ON! 
 

What was your FAVOURITE thing? Responses 
  
All of it 13 
Helpers came around a lot and helped us progress  11 
Helpers gave some really good examples 3 
Learning how to code 3 
Learning how to change the characters 2 
I had never done coding before, so new experience 2 
Playing the game  
You could be very creative with the programming  
Getting to choose the theme  
Learning how to make our alien behave  
The result in the end was really good  
  
Total responses 39 

 

 

Was there anything you DID NOT enjoy? Responses 
  
No 7 
There could be more helpers going round  
The figure wouldn't land where I wanted it to  
Could have had more hints initially on making the code  
  
Total responses 10 

 
 

What new things have you learned here today?  Responses 
  
How to programme/ code 11 
Learned more coding than I knew/ expanded on previous knowledge 4 
How to move sprite 2 
  
Total responses 17 

 
 

Is there anything else you would like to tell us about the 
activities or the people you spoke to? 

Responses 

  
Brilliant/ fantastic/ great/ amazing 16 
Presenters were enthusiastic/ engaging/ informative/ great 11 
I've never done programming before 10 
I've done programming before 5 
I've done computer coding at school but I learned it much better here  
It was so cool!  
Great that this is free!  
Exciting opportunity  
We enjoyed it  
  
Total responses 47 
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Workshop: DNA, DOLLY AND YOU 
 

What was your FAVOURITE thing? Responses 
  
Everything 5 
The hands-on element 3 
Making DNA samples 3 
The blood test 2 
The tasting paper experiment 2 
Learning with/ having fun with my friends 2 
Included lots of different experiments  
Learning about cells  
Having fun  
The expertise of the workshop leaders  
  
Total responses 20 

 

Was there anything you DID NOT enjoy? Responses 
  
No 9 
Putting cardboard in my mouth  
  
Total responses 10 

 

What new things have you learned here today?  Responses 
  
About cloning/ how to clone 5 
What DNA is/ what it does 3 
About Dolly the sheep/ how Dolly was made 2 
You can transfer DNA from one cell to another 2 
About chromosomes  
There is a lot of ethical debate around the topic  
About DNA testing in pigs to stop viruses  
  
Total responses 15 

 

Is there anything else you would like to tell us about the 
activities or the people you spoke to? 

Responses 

  
Brilliant/ fantastic/ great/ amazing 9 
Presenters were enthusiastic/ engaging/ informative/ great 5 
Very good level/ design/ length for age of audience 4 
Really informative  
It was great to be exposed to such knowledge about genetics  
It was great to learn from the scientists' point of view  
Interactive  
  
Total responses 18 
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SHOWS 
 
Responses were gathered from the audience as they exited the auditorium.  
Unlike in the drop-in areas, the logistics of facilitating safe and timely 
audience exit, allowed only brief comments to be gathered. 
 
 
Show: THE CHEMISTRY SHOW 
 

What did you think of the show? Responses 
  
Brilliant/ fantastic/ great/ amazing/ wonderful 52 
Presenters were fantastic/ amazing/ brilliant/ knowledgeable 22 
Loved it 7 
Really enjoyed it 6 
These guys should be touring the country!  
Brilliant atmosphere  
We learned loads while laughing our heads off  
So entertaining and informative at same time  
Inspiring for kids’ interest in science  
Well done!  
I want to be a chemist!  
Can you do this in schools?  
Pitch is spot on - suits all ages  
  
Total responses 96 

 
 
 
Show: LOST IN SPACE 
 

What did you think of the show? Responses 
  
Brilliant/ fantastic/ great/ amazing/ wonderful 31 
Really enjoyed it 13 
Good 12 
Loved the giant sphere 6 
Interesting 4 
Amazing music - adds a lot the visuals  
Inspiring  
Very atmospheric  
Different, but in  good way  
Not quite what I expected, but I liked it  
For younger end of audience, needs to be about 15min shorter  
The level is a little too high for the lowest advertised age  
I didn't enjoy it  
  
Total responses 74 
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Appendix 2: University of Edinburgh family activities at the National 

Museum of Scotland, as part of the Edinburgh International Science 

Festival: Vision of University of Edinburgh 

 

Aims  
 
To engage members of the public of all ages with science and with current 
scientific research at the University. 
 
To meaningfully engage with our wider community. 
 
To provide direct public access to working scientists. 
 
To enable our scientists to engage the public with their research and gain 
experience and skills in doing so. 
 
To meet University strategic obligations for public engagement. 
 
To raise the profile of the University. 
 

Objectives 
 
To engage in an open and productive three-way partnership with National 
Museum of Scotland and Edinburgh International Science Festival. 
 
To deliver a programme of events of between 10 and 15 days, aimed at families, 
and consisting of a variety of hands-on drop-in activities, workshops and shows, 
covering a wide range of science subjects. 
 
To recruit subject-specific volunteer staff and students, to develop and facilitate 
the activities.  
 
To highlight current University research within activities. 
 
To attract an audience of at least 12,000 visitors in total, with at least 400 per day 
in the Level 2 drop-in area. 
 

Benefits of partnership between University and Museum 
 
Benefits to University: 
 

Access to a larger audience 
Use of purpose-built and well-known venue 
Partnership with a like-minded neighbour 

 
Benefits to Museum: 
 

Increased visitor numbers  
A substantial addition to learning programme 
Provision of visitors with interaction with real scientists 
Partnership with a like-minded neighbour  


